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TECHNICAL SKILLS OF MAPRO® ROOTS BLOWER ML SERIES
1 BLOWER BODY

Main characteristics:












Cylinder and heads cast iron made.
Side covers grey cast iron made for model from ML50 to ML150.
Side cover aluminum made for model ML40 and ML175 for increase thermal cooling.
Rotors grey cast iron made, hot forced on the carbon steel shafts.
Rotors balanced with grade G 6.3 according to the standard ISO 1940-1:2003 and with low start-up
inertia.
Synchronism of rotors guarantee by a two helical gears, high alloy steel made. The surfaces of gears
are hardened and rectified.
Shafts seal ensured by compression segments and labyrinth seals.
Both bearings of drive end side are roller bearing type. That increase the radial load allowed
generated by the belt drive transmission.
The lubrication of bearings and helical gears is ensured by the oil fog produced by a couple of oil
splasher installed on the primary shaft.
Double lip seal ring on the drive shaft end to avoid oil leakage from the it.
Antirust protective painting on all the internal surfaces and on the rotors.
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2 INLET FILTER
 Own blocking disk for the filtering element, any possibility of leak or suction of dust by the blower.
The new support system of filtering element allow its replacement in few minutes.
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The filter has a first stage for noise reduction. The replacement of acoustic material is easy, and can
be performed by the removal of filtering element support plate.
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3 OUTLET SILENCER
 High noise reduction properties due to the use of an acoustic absorber plate. The absorber material
is a mineral fiber, carefully coated with a film of fiber glass.
The support frame is made with hot galvanized steel in order to prevent the rust formation.
Materials are chosen for ensure long lifetime, resist to temperature above 200°C, are totally
nonflammable and can work with the presence of humidity.
The acoustic absorber can be replaced if damaged easily.



In addition the noise reduction properties are increased by a steel cover coated with a sound
absorber material and reinforced for reduce vibrations of flow.
Also this absorber material can be replaced easily if damaged.
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Bolts, nuts and washers are totally galvanized steel made and not painted. This solution ensure a
good quality of painting and a good external appearance also after extraordinary maintenance.
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The body of safety valve is made with carbon steel , piston and spring are stainless steel made.
These materials ensure high mechanical strength also in presence of vibrations and pressure
pulsations. As rust prevention all the carbon steel components are coated with a electrochemical
galvanizing process. The set point of safety valve is set on test bench at the value of 105% of
working pressure.



Electric motor support shaft, frames and blocking nut are made with carbon steel and
electrochemically galvanized as antirust treatment.
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The frame of outlet silencer is provided with its proper own heart plug stainless steel made.



The complete skid of Mapro® ML roots blower is designed to allow an easy lifting and handling by
ropes or chains. The gravity center is always between the blower body and the electric motor, for
that lifting not requires particular devices.
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The complete skid is provided, as standard, with a complete set of antivibration pads, bell type, for
reduce the vibrations transmission to the ground or to the soundproof cabin frame.
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Electric motor support frame is always provided with a tensioning device for increase or reduce
the strength of the belts. The value is set by blocking the angular position of the electric motor
with two nuts. Each blower is provided with the belt transmission aligned and properly
tensioned by Mapro®
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4 SOUND PROOF CABIN
 All Mapro® roots blower ML series soundproof cabin has its own frame that allow to transport it
with forklift easily on both sides. It isn’t allowed lift the enclosure with ropes or chain.

Below the instruments side, the sound proof cabin has a steel plate that close the hole for forklift
and block the noise emission on the user side. The steel plate is totally removable.
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For increase the noise reduction the base frame is coated on both sides with a noise absorber
material:
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Each panel of soundproof cabin is filled with a noise absorber material with a thickness of 60 mm.
The inner side of the panels has made with a special net that allow a strong noise reduction. The
noise absorber is coated with a film of fiber glass as protection against shocks and dust.
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The inlet tunnel is coated on both side with acoustic absorber.



the support frame of extraction fan is also coated with absorber material and is provided, as
standard, with a noise absorber device in the middle of outlet net for reduce the emissions from
the cabin.
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as standard all the cabins are provided with a manometer for check the working pressure of blower
and a vacuum gauge for check the clogging of filtering element.



when a soundproof cabin is used, as standard, the oil level indicator are changed and assembled on
a 90° elbow for a quick check from the front inspection panel.
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as standard, each blower is provided with a flexible sleeve and two pipe clamps for a fast
connection to plant pipeline.
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5 BELT DRIVE TRANSMISSION SAFETY GUARD
If the blower is provided without soundproof cabin, according to Machine Directive 2006/42/CE, the
protection against the hazard of belt drive transmission is realized with a safety guard.
Safety guard is carbon steel made and is totally adjustable on the position of electric motor.
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